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Abstract
This paper checks whether the coecient estimates of a famous DSGE model are robust
to macroeconomic data revisions. The eects of revisions are captured by rerunning the
estimation on a real-time data set compiled using the latest time series available each
quarter from 1997 through 2015. Results show that point estimates of the structural
parameters are generally robust to changes in the data that have occurred over the
past twenty years. By comparison, estimates of the standard errors are relatively
more sensitive to revisions. The latter implies that judgements about the statistical
signicance of certain parameters depend on which data vintage is used for estimation.
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1 Introduction
Dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models have become popular tools for
macroeconometric analysis. Part of the appeal is that they provide a complete multivariate
representation for the data using a theoretical framework built strictly on optimizing princi-
ples and market-clearing assumptions. This aspect makes it possible for DSGE practitioners
to interpret the various co-movements and response patterns seen in the data in terms of ex-
plicit microeconomic concepts. For example, ination inertia, when viewed through a DSGE
lens, might be interpreted as evidence of staggered price and wage setting. The persistence
in certain aggregate quantities, on the other hand, could be due to a mix of real frictions
aecting the way households allocate consumption and capital over the business cycle.
Ordinarily DSGE models are estimated using the latest vintage of historical data that
is available at the time. The data sets that were available to analysts in the past, however,
often bear little resemblance to the newly published data sets on hand today. The reason is
that time-series data for many aggregate price and quantity variables are continually revised
in the months and years after their initial release as statistical agencies acquire better source
information and as underlying measurement concepts evolve (e.g., Croushore and Stark,
2001; Croushore, 2011). A natural question then is whether estimation results made famous
in the past hold up to changes in the historical series caused by subsequent data revisions.
Stated dierently, are the leading interpretations of key macroeconomic relationships, as
seen through the prism of a contemporary DSGE model, robust to data revisions?
I try to answer this question by re-estimating a well-known DSGE model using historical
data as it existed at dierent points in time. The main objects of interest here are estimates
of the behavioral parameters describing the preferences and technologies of households and
rms. The inuence that data revisions have on these objects can be found by scrutinizing
how the estimates vary as data are drawn from consecutive vintages while holding the sam-
ple period xed throughout.1 The basic ndings of the study are considered robust if the
parameter estimates are relatively stable across vintages. If instead the estimates turn out
to be fragile, then the model's structural interpretation of the data may be of limited value.
The empirical exercise sketched above borrows heavily from Croushore and Stark (2003)
and Croushore and Evans (2006). Both sets of authors rerun several prominent macroeco-
nomic studies using dierent vintages of the data. What separates my work form their's
is the class of model chosen for testing. All of the replication experiments conducted by
1By \vintage" I mean the version of the data that was reported on a specic date (e.g., Swanson, 1996).
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Croushore, Stark, and Evans involve \reduced-form" models depicting relationships among
variables based loosely on economic theory.2 In this paper I evaluate the robustness of a
fully coherent business cycle model with intertemporal general-equilibrium foundations.
The particular DSGE model considered here is the one developed by Christiano, Eichen-
baum, and Evans (2005). Their model adds a number of real and nominal frictions onto an
otherwise standard neoclassical growth structure that enables it to capture regular features
of the data more accurately. It is an ideal candidate to put to a vintage robustness test for
many reasons. One is its age. The version that appeared in print has actually been around
for a long time and was originally estimated using sample data that runs through 1995.
The multitude of revisions that have occurred since then should provide the researcher with
ample information about their eects on parameter inference. Another reason is that most
state-of-the-art DSGE models inherit core components from the Christiano-Eichenbaum-
Evans framework (e.g., Smets and Wouters, 2007; Altig, Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Linde,
2011). Thus any conclusions drawn from this study about the signicance of data revisions
might also apply to the latest crop of DSGE models.
A comprehensive analysis of the Christiano-Eichenbaum-Evans model indicates that point
estimates of the behavioral parameters are generally robust to data revisions. Using historical
data as it appeared in every quarter from 1997 through 2015, I nd that the amount of
variation in the estimates across vintages, as measured by standard deviation, is noticeably
smaller than the typical sampling variability of the estimates from any given vintage. This
suggests that the common practice of looking only at the most recent data sets may be
sucient for researchers seeking valid estimates of empirical DSGE models.
When it comes to the assessment of statistical signicance, however, this strategy may
not be as robust for the simple reason that standard error estimates are, by comparison, less
stable than the corresponding parameter estimates. As it turns out, three of the seven esti-
mated parameters experience abrupt shifts in their standard errors around dates where major
historical revisions are known to have occurred. In each case the outcome of a formal hypoth-
esis test that the true parameter value equals zero depends on whether the vintage precedes
or follows the revision date. These results suggest that DSGE practitioners should probably
exercise caution when drawing conclusions about parameter signicance based solely on a
single vintage of macroeconomic data.
In the course of testing for robustness to data vintage, it is critical that the researcher
2Included are the identied VAR studies of Blanchard and Quah (1989), Christiano, Eichenbaum, and
Evans (1996), and Gal (1992), the regression analysis of the life-cycle-permanent-income hypothesis from
Hall (1978), and the cross-correlation statistics reported in Kydland and Prescott (1990).
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distinguish between two types of revisions. As explained by Croushore and Stark (2003),
revisions can be information-based or structural. The former occurs when government sta-
tistical agencies update earlier estimates with the regular arrival of more complete source
information, a process that normally unfolds in the rst few years after an initial data re-
lease. The latter takes place only when they implement wholesale changes to the way the
data are constructed. Examples include things like advances in aggregation methods, base
year adjustments, or denitional changes to the measurement concepts themselves.
To be clear, this paper focuses primarily on testing whether structural data revisions
matter for DSGE estimation. Less scrutiny is given here to information-based revisions.
That being said, it is impossible to perfectly isolate the two because some vintages actually
contain elements of both.3 But by holding the sample period constant across vintages, I
ensure that the most prominent revisions implicit in the real-time data set are mainly of
the structural sort. This follows from the fact that structural revisions largely dominate all
but the earliest vintages considered. Information-based revisions, because they mostly aect
just the latest sample observations, lose inuence as time goes on.
1.1 Related Studies
There is to date a mature literature that deals with the implications of data revisions for
macroeconomic forecasting and policy analysis (e.g., Croushore, 2006; Orphanides, 2001;
Nikolsko-Rzhevskyy, 2011). By contrast, relatively little work has been done questioning how
revisions might aect the estimation of structural models, particularly those with general
equilibrium characteristics.4 Notable exceptions are the studies of Tetlow and Ironside (2007)
and Tetlow (2012). Central to both papers is an analysis of successive vintages of FRB/US,
the Federal Reserve Board's large-scale model of the US economy. A common nding is that
estimates of key policy multipliers implied by the model have uctuated considerably over
time (i.e., across vintages). Although related, this research program diers from my work in
some important ways. First, FRB/US is not a pure DSGE model because only a subset of the
behavioral equations reect the decision rules of optimizing agents. Second, the changes in
model properties observed by the authors are not necessarily attributable to data revisions
alone. The reason is that the estimation period for FRB/US has varied from vintage to
vintage, and whole portions of the model describing activity in various sectors have been
3An example of such an occurrence is when one series in a data set undergoes an information-based
revision while a separate series undergoes a structural revision in the same quarter.
4In a recent study Croushore and Sill (2014) use an empirical DSGE model to show that the fundamental
shocks driving ex-post revised data also inuence, to a large extent, the dynamics of real-time data.
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added or dropped along the way. Both of these factors in conjunction with data revisions
are responsible for the apparent lack of robustness in estimates of the policy multipliers.
2 The Christiano-Eichenbaum-Evans Model
The equilibrium model described in Christiano et al. (2005) contains several real and nominal
frictions that aect the spending and allocation decisions of households and rms. The nom-
inal frictions include staggered price and wage contracts a la Calvo (1983) and Yun (1996),
augmented with full indexation to past ination, along with a transactions role for cash
balances via money-in-the-utility-function and a working capital constraint on production.
The real rigidities derive from imperfect competition in product and labor markets, internal
habit formation in consumption, and costs of adjusting both investment and the utilization
rate of capital. The model also has a nancial intermediary that accepts cash deposits from
households, makes loans to producers, and receives lump-sum injections from the monetary
authority. The only source of uncertainty in the economy is a shock to monetary policy.
In the rest of this section, I comment briey on the log-linearized version of the Christiano-
Eichenbaum-Evans model that will later be estimated using alternative vintages of US data.
The list of equations and variable denitions are presented in Table 1, where in the the
interest of uniformity, I have adopted the same notation used by the original authors. Because
the model is already so familiar, my goal here is simply to call attention to the key parameters
that appear in the various behavioral equations and which constitute the focus of this study.
Table 2 contains a list of those parameters along with the values reported in Christiano et al.
(2005). Readers should consult Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2001) and the appendix
therein for an exposition of the full nonlinear general equilibrium model.
2.1 Behavioral Equations
Eqs. (M-1) and (M-2) follow from the household's rst-order conditions for consumption and
investment. Lagged consumption appears in (M-1) as a result of internal habit formation in
the utility function. Parameter b 2 [0; 1) indexes the strength of the habit factor relative to
current consumption. Households also face costs of transforming current and past investment
into productive capital. This assumption is evident in (M-2), where 1= > 0 determines the
elasticity of investment with respect to a 1 percent rise in the price of installed capital.5
5Forward substitution on (M-2) yields it = it 1 + (1=)
P1
j=0 
jEt 1Pk0;t+j .
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Table 1
The log-linearized Christiano-Eichenbaum-Evans model
Consumption demand (1 + b2)ct = bct 1 + bEt 1ct+1   (1  b)(1  b)Et 1 t (M-1)
Investment demand Pk0;t = (it   it 1)  (Et 1it+1   it) (M-2)
Arbitrage equation Pk0;t = (1  )Et 1Pk0;t+1 + (1  (1  ))Et 1rkt+1   Et 1( t    t+1) (M-3)
Capital utilization aut = Et 1rkt (M-4)
Capital accumulation kt+1 = (1  )kt + it (M-5)
Money stock  t = Et t+1 + Et(Rt+1   t+1) (M-6)
Cash balances qt =   1q


 Rt +  t

(M-7)
Cost minimization rkt   (wt +Rt) = Ht   (ut + kt) (M-8)
Real marginal cost st = rkt + (1  )(Rt + wt) (M-9)
Calvo price-setting t = 11+ t 1 +

1+
Et 1t+1 +
(1 p)(1 p)
(1+)p
Et 1st (M-10)
Calvo wage-setting wt + t = 11+ (wt 1 + t 1) +

1+
Et 1(wt+1 + t+1) . . .
+
(1 w)(1 w)
(1+)w

w 1
2w 1

(Ht   Et 1 t   wt) (M-11)
Resource constraint

1= (1 ) 
1= (1 )

ct +


1= (1 )

it + ut = f

(ut + kt) + (1  )Ht

(M-12)
Loan market clearing wt +Ht =  q=m (t + t 1 +mt 1   t) 
q=m
 q=m qt (M-13)
Money growth mt = t 1 +mt 1   t (M-14)
Monetary policy t = 0t + 1t 1 + 2t 2 + 3t 3 + : : : (M-15)
Notes: All variables are expressed as log deviations from the deterministic steady state: c - consumption;  - shadow value of
currency; Pk0 - shadow value of capital; i - investment; r
k - real rental rate; u - capital utilization rate; k - capital stock; R -
nominal interest rate;  - ination rate; q - real cash balances; w - real wage; H - aggregate labor supply; s - real marginal cost;
 - growth rate of money; m - real money balances;  - policy innovation.
Eq. (M-3) derives from an arbitrage condition linking the marginal cost of increasing the
capital stock to the return on investment. The rst-order condition for capital utilization
leads to (M-4). It states that the marginal benet of increasing the utilization rate, the real
rental price of capital services, equals the additional resource costs concomitant with such
an adjustment. Here 1=a > 0 is the elasticity of utilization with respect to a unit increase
in the rental rate. Finally, the law of motion for capital is given by (M-5).
Eqs. (M-6) and (M-7) originate from the rst-order conditions for next period's money
stock and current nominal cash balances, which is the portion of the money supply not
deposited with the nancial intermediary. The latter condition ensures that households are
indierent between allocating a dollar to cash balances or the intermediary. The preference
parameter q > 0 determines the interest semielasticity of money demand, or the percent
reduction in the demand for cash balances after a 1 percent rise in the nominal interest rate.
Every period intermediate good rms minimize their variable production costs. As indi-
cated by (M-8), these eorts imply that the marginal rate of transformation between labor
and capital services equals the relative factor price. Because each rm must borrow its wage
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Table 2
Structural parameters
Parameter Description Value
 household's subjective discount factor 1:03 0:25
b degree of internal habit formation 0:65y
 inverse elasticity of investment 2:48y
 depreciation rate of physical capital 0:025
a inverse elasticity of capital utilization 0:01
y
q inverse interest semielasticity of money demand 10:62
y
 gross steady-state growth rate of money 1:017
 steady-state share of capital income 0:36
p probability of not reoptimizing price contracts 0:60
y
w probability of not reoptimizing wage contracts 0:64
y
w gross steady-state wage markup 1:05
f gross steady-state price markup 1:20
y
q=m steady-state fraction of money held as cash balances 0:44
Notes: y denotes a value that is estimated in Christiano et al. (2005). All others are xed by the authors prior to estimation.
bill in advance of production, the cost of employing a unit of labor is the product of the
real wage and the nominal interest rate. With capital-labor ratios identical across rms, real
marginal cost depends only on the factor prices as illustrated in (M-9).
Eqs. (M-10) and (M-11) characterize how aggregate prices and wages are determined. In
short, a continuum of rms and households produce dierentiated goods and labor services,
respectively. Only fractions (1 p) of rms and (1 w) of households are allowed to reopti-
mize their prices/wages in a given period. The likelihood of being selected for reoptimization
is constant over time and independent across agents. Those that do not reoptimize fully in-
dex to past ination. (M-10) and (M-11) are the linearized rst-order conditions describing
the share of rms and households that reoptimize in the current period.
Eq. (M-12) is the aggregate resource constraint. The parameter f  1 determines
producers' average markup of price over marginal cost. It appears in (M-12) because rms
encounter xed costs that are assumed to be a constant share of output. Eq. (M-13) is a
nancial market-clearing condition requiring the demand for loans by rms equal the supply
of deposits from households plus lump-sum transfers from the central bank. Eq. (M-14)
linearizes the money growth rate. Finally, (M-15) is the monetary policy rule. It corresponds
to the moving average representation for money growth implicit in a VAR (described below)
in which policy shocks are identied as orthogonal innovations to the federal funds rate.
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Because the VAR abstracts from all other non-monetary shocks, j measures the response
of money growth j periods from now to a policy innovation in the current period.
3 The Econometric Procedure
The goal of this paper is to see how fragile estimates of the Christiano-Eichenbaum-Evans
model are to macroeconomic data revisions. To that end, I employ a strategy similar to
one put forth by Croushore and Stark (2003) and Croushore and Evans (2006) in which the
model parameters are estimated many times over using dierent vintages of historical data.
Within each estimation attempt, I keep the sample period xed in order to isolate the role
of data revisions on the observed variability of the point estimates across vintage dates.
The model is estimated using the same limited information procedure adopted by the
original authors. For each data vintage, a subset of the parameters listed in Table 2 is
estimated by minimizing a weighted discrepancy between the model-based impulse response
functions and their empirical counterparts taken from a recursively identied VAR.
3.1 A VAR Representation of the Data
Empirical response functions are derived from a covariance-stationary VAR
Yt = + A(L)Yt 1 + C"t;
where C is a square matrix and "t is a zero mean, serially uncorrelated vector of fundamental
shocks with E("t"
0
t) = I. The variables comprising Yt are partitioned into three groups. The
group ordered rst includes real output, real consumption, an aggregate price index, real
investment, the real wage, and labor productivity. The second group contains only the
federal funds rate. The last group consists of real prots and the growth rate of M2.6
Monetary shocks are characterized as orthogonal innovations to the funds rate. Under
the above ordering, these correspond to realizations of the seventh fundamental shock in "t.
Calculating the response of Yt requires estimates of A(L) and the seventh column of C, call it
C7. I achieve identication by imposing C7 = [0 0 0 0 0 0 c7 c8 c9]
0. The six zero restrictions
imply that monetary shocks have no contemporaneous eect on variables ordered above the
funds rate. Leaving the last three coecients free, however, allows the same shocks to have
6All of these variables, except for the federal funds rate and the growth rate of M2, have been logged.
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an immediate impact on prots and the growth rate of M2.7
3.2 Parameter Estimation
Dene   (f ; w; p; q; ; b; a) as the collection of parameters that are to be estimated.
All other parameters listed in Table 2 are set equal to the calibrated values reported in
Christiano et al. (2005). Denote 	() the vector-valued function that maps  to the model-
based impulse responses, and let 	^ be the corresponding vector of VAR-based response
functions for a given vintage. Formally, the estimator for  is
^ = argmin [	^ 	()]0V 1[	^ 	()];
where V is a diagonal matrix containing the sample variances of each element in 	^ along
the main diagonal.8 In selecting V 1 as the weight matrix, ^ places a higher priority on
matching the empirical impulse responses that are more precisely estimated by the VAR.
3.3 The Real-Time Data Set
Estimates of 	^ are obtained using a \real-time" data set that includes historical values for
all of the variables represented in the VAR as they appeared in the second month of every
quarter from 1997 through 2015.9 Each of the 76 consecutive vintages housed in the data
set has a common sample period that runs from 1965:Q3 to 1996:Q3. The rst quarter of
1997 was chosen as the initial vintage period because much of the data used in this paper,
particularly data from the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA), are rst released
in the quarters immediately following the activity date. Observations on all of the requisite
7Note that the model's timing protocols are consistent with the identifying assumptions of the VAR.
Date-t decisions for prices, wages, consumption, investment, and utilization are made before observing the
policy shock. This is why expectations in (M-1)-(M-4) and (M-10)-(M-11) are all conditioned on information
available through date t   1. Cash balance and factor input decisions, however, are made after the shock
occurs, allowing prots and money growth to respond contemporaneously rather than with a one-period lag.
8The diagonals of V are obtained using Monte Carlo methods. I rst take the joint distribution of the
reduced-form VAR coecients and the residual covariance matrix to be asymptotically normal with mean
equaling the sample estimates and covariance equaling the sample covariance matrix of those estimates. I
then draw 10,000 random vectors from this normal distribution and, preserving the identication restrictions,
compute impulse response functions for each draw. Sample variances are calculated over the 10,000 trials.
9Each vintage contains the latest time series that would have been available to researchers on the 15th
day of the second month of the quarter. For example, the vintage for the second quarter of 2006 contains
sample data as it appeared in published volumes on May 15, 2006.
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Table 3
Raw data series
Variable Units Frequency Source Mnemonic
Nominal GDP Bil. $, SAAR Quarterly RTDSM NOUTPUT
Real GDP Bil. real $, SAAR Quarterly RTDSM ROUTPUT
PCE: nondurable goods Bil. $, SAAR Quarterly ALFRED PCND
PCE: services Bil. $, SAAR Quarterly ALFRED PCESV
PCE: durable goods Bil. $, SAAR Monthly ALFRED PCEDG
Gross Private Domestic Investment Bil. $, SAAR Quarterly ALFRED GPDI
Government Cons. Exp. and Gross Inv. Bil. $, SAAR Quarterly ALFRED GCE
Compensation Per Hour (nonfarm bus. sector) Index, SA Quarterly ALFRED COMPNFB
Output Per Hour All Persons (nonfarm bus. sector) Index, SA Quarterly ALFRED OPHNFB
Eective Federal Funds Rate Annual % Monthly ALFRED FEDFUNDS
Corp. Prots after Tax w/ IV Adj. and CC Adj. Bil. $, SAAR Quarterly RTDSM NCPROFATW
M2 Money Stock Bil. $, SA Monthly RTDSM M2
Notes: SA - seasonally adjusted; SAAR - seasonally adjusted annual rate; RTDSM - Real-Time Data Set for Macroeconomists;
ALFRED - ArchivaL Federal Reserve Economic Data. Monthly data were converted to quarterly by taking 3-month averages.
data series through 1996:Q3 were not actually available until early 1997.10
Table 3 provides details on all of the raw data series as well as the online sources from
which the information was extracted. In some cases data were taken from the Real-Time Data
Set for Macroeconomists (RTDSM) discussed in Croushore and Stark (2001) and available on
the website of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia.11 In cases where RTDSM did not
contain the needed series, data were taken from ArchivaL Federal Reserve Economic Data
(ALFRED), a vast online database managed by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.12
The nine variables that characterize the VAR are assembled from the raw data using
conceptual denitions outlined in Altig et al. (2011). Output is measured by real GDP
(ROUTPUT). The aggregate price index corresponds to the ratio of nominal GDP (NOUT-
PUT) to real GDP. Nominal consumption is the sum of personal consumption expenditures
on nondurable goods (PCND) and services (PCESV) as well as government consumption
expenditures and gross investment (GCE). Nominal investment is the sum of personal con-
sumption expenditures on durable goods (PCEDG) and gross private domestic investment
10Advance data on corporate prots, one of the NIPA variables used in estimation, is not released until
the end of the second (or sometimes third) month of the quarter immediately following the activity date.
Advance estimates of the other relevant NIPA variables are released at the end of the rst month of the
quarter following the activity date. As a result, the February 1997 vintage is the earliest vintage that contains
observations on the full set of variables through 1996:Q3.
11http://www.philadelphiafed.org/research-and-data/real-time-center/real-time-data/
12http://alfred.stlouisfed.org/
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(GPDI). Nominal wages are measured by compensation per hour in the non-farm business
sector (COMPNFB). Nominal prots are after-tax corporate prots with inventory valuation
and capital consumption adjustments (NCPROFATW). Consumption, investment, wages,
and prots are converted to real terms by dividing by the aggregate price index. The in-
terest rate is the eective federal funds rate (FEDFUNDS). Labor productivity is measured
by real output per hour of all persons in the non-farm business sector (OPHNFB), and the
money growth rate is the annualized growth rate of M2.
4 An Overview of the Revisions
This paper is principally concerned with measuring the impact of structural data revisions
on DSGE coecient estimates. These type of revisions, while infrequent, typically involve
broad denitional changes that reshape the complete time series for aected variables. Before
investigating their eects, however, it is important to get an idea of when these revisions
occurred and what kinds of changes they brought to the data. Such information may be
useful for putting into context observed shifts in the coecient estimates over time.
One way to identify the past schedule of revisions is by tracking a given data point from
the sample across all 76 vintages of the real-time data set. To that end, Fig. 1 shows year-
over-year changes in the log of real investment for the fourth quarter of 1995 as it appeared
in consecutive quarters from 1997 through 2015.13 Recall that in the data investment is the
sum of durable consumption and gross private domestic investment. Both measures are taken
from the NIPA and assembled by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). It so happens
that about every four to ve years the BEA makes major changes to the NIPA in what is
termed a \comprehensive" revision. The timetable for these revisions can be determined
simply by locating the vintages in which readings on investment suddenly change. Of course
any series built exclusively from NIPA data could be used for the same purpose (e.g., real
output, consumption, prots, and the price level). For sake of clarity, I only demonstrate the
revisions to investment, leaving a discussion of the other NIPA concepts to the appendix.14
In February 1997 the year-over-year growth rate of investment (for the fourth quarter of
1995) stood at  1 percent but was revised up to  0:8 percent by August of the same year.
13I look at year-over-year changes instead of log levels because the underlying data have been re-scaled
over time as a result of base year adjustments. Such re-scaling, to which log-dierencing is invariant, obscures
the amount by which individual data points get revised from one vintage to the next.
14In the appendix I construct a revision \matrix" that identies, series-by-series, every vintage containing
a structural or information-based revision to at least one data point in the sample. Accompanying this
matrix is a detailed discussion of all the structural revisions that aected each series listed in Table 3.
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Fig. 1. Readings on the year-over-year growth rate of real investment for the fourth quarter of 1995 are shown for vintages
dated February 1997 to November 2015. In the data investment is durable consumption plus gross private domestic investment.
Just twelve months later it was revised up again to 0 percent. The estimate was subsequently
pushed back down to  0:4 percent in a series of revisions that took place between November
1999 and May 2000. The growth rate then stayed at this level until February 2004, at which
point it got revised up to around  0:1 percent. The next changes came in August of 2009
and 2013. The 2009 revision witnessed investment growth drop to  0:2 percent, but the
2013 revision saw it rise sharply into positive territory, or 0:5 percent to be exact.
As expected, most of the changes to investment coincide with the release of a comprehen-
sive revision to the NIPA. Over the last twenty years (as of this writing), ve such revisions
have occurred: in January 1996, October 1999, December 2003, July 2009, and July 2013.
The 1996 revision marked the beginning of the government's switch from xed-weight to
chain-weight methods for calculating real quantities. Changes to all of the historical data,
however, were not completed until May 1997, or one quarter after the initial vintage date
for this study. In the October 1999 revision, the BEA reclassied software expenditures
by businesses and government as xed investment; it was previously regarded as an oce
expense. The full set of revisions to durable consumption and real GDP, however, were not
nished until December and early 2000, respectively. This explains why real investment for
the fourth quarter of 1995 continued to change through the rst half of 2000.
The next comprehensive revision came in December 2003 and incorporated, among other
things, improved measures of services administered by insurance providers, banks, and gov-
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Fig. 2. Readings on the growth rate of M2 and the year-over-year growth rate of the real wage for the fourth quarter of 1995
are plotted for vintages dated February 1997 to November 2015. In the data wages correspond to nonfarm hourly compensation.
ernment agencies. The July 2009 revision featured two big changes to the NIPA. It updated
the accounting of disaster-related damages to xed assets, and it modernized the entire classi-
cation structure for personal consumption expenditures. The last comprehensive revision in
July 2013 centered on the creation of a new category of private xed investment{intellectual
property products{that lumped together spending by businesses and nonprots on things
like research and development and artistic originals. These were formerly counted as inter-
mediate inputs rather than as investments in a durable asset.
In contrast to investment, some of the data used to estimate the Christiano-Eichenbaum-
Evans model often get revised for reasons unrelated to any comprehensive change in the
NIPA. This group includes the real wage, labor productivity, and M2 money growth. The rst
two are assembled using data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) on compensation
and output per hour in the nonfarm business sector. Data on M2 is published by the Federal
Reserve Board. The chronology of past revisions can once again be veried by following a
single data point across vintage time. Fig. 2 plots the growth rate of M2 (left panel) and
the year-over-year growth rate of the real wage (right panel) for the fourth quarter of 1995
as it appeared in real time from 1997 through 2015. Not shown in the gure is a vintage
plot of labor productivity. As discussed in the appendix, revisions to this series are almost
perfectly synchronized with revisions to hourly compensation.
It is clear that revisions to M2 are much more frequent than revisions to investment or any
other NIPA concept for that matter. Between 1997 and 2015, the estimate of annualized M2
growth for 1995:Q4 changed 45 times (out of 76 vintages). The majority of these revisions,
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however, were small, averaging about three basis point up or down. According to reports
issued by the Federal Reserve, M2 revisions are almost always caused by changes to the
source data supplied by depository institutions or changes in seasonal factors. Since neither
involve major denitional changes to the money supply, they should probably be viewed as
information-based rather than structural.
Revisions to the real wage also appear to be relatively frequent. Since 1997, the estimate
of real wage growth for the fourth quarter of 1995 changed on 23 separate occasions. The
average size of one of these revisions was about twelve basis points. Unlike M2, however,
some revisions have been structural while others have been strictly information-based. As
detailed in the appendix, non-farm hourly compensation is constructed using wage and salary
data from the NIPA along with hours data from the BLS Current Employment Statistics
(CES) program and the Census Bureau's Current Population Survey (CPS). Any denitional
change to one or more of these primary sources would thus result in a structural revision to
the wage series. The comprehensive revisions to the NIPA discussed earlier certainly t this
description, but they are not the only ones. In July 2003, for example, CES employment and
hours data were revised following the government's conversion from the Standard Industrial
Classication (SIC) to the North American Industry Classication System (NAICS). A year
later, new measures of employee hours for all of the major business sectors were developed
from data in the CPS. Both sets of revisions evidently contributed to the large swing in the
estimate of non-farm hourly compensation observed between 2003 and 2004.
4.1 Discussion
Putting aside the details, it should come as no surprise that large-scale revisions to the data
like the ones described above are necessary in an ever-changing economy. As new products
enter the market and as spending patterns evolve, national accounting frameworks must be
updated to accommodate these changes. Unfortunately, a majority of theoretical models,
the present one included, have nothing to say about which accounting methods are relevant
for structural estimation. For example, should analysts use investment data that accounts
for expenditures on software, research and development, and other intellectual property
products? Should real quantities be evaluated using xed-weight or chain-weight methods?
These are questions about which most DSGE models provide no clear-cut answers.
So with little guidance from theory, how should an empirical researcher decide which
vintage of data to use? Croushore and Stark (2003) contend that in fact such a decision
should not be made at all. Instead, models should be estimated on several dierent vintages,
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both past and present, in an eort to demonstrate robustness. Here the authors make a
simple yet powerful argument. For the empirical validity of a model to be fully trusted, the
estimation results ought to hold up under changes in the sample data about which the model
itself is largely ambiguous. For DSGE models this means the coecient estimates should
be fairly stable or robust across vintages that employ dierent accounting standards but
describe the same basic economic concepts. A lack of robustness, on the other hand, would
not only raise doubts over the coherence between one's model and the data, it would call
into question its very usefulness as a tool for interpreting observed macroeconomic behavior.
5 Do Revisions Eect Estimation Results?
This section examines how data revisions aect estimates of the Christiano-Eichenbaum-
Evans model. The central ndings are illustrated in Fig. 3, which plots sequential estimates
of  for quarterly vintages spanning 1997 through 2015. In each panel the solid line shows
the point estimates (left scale) and the dotted line shows the corresponding standard errors
(right scale).15 Table 4 provides some descriptive statistics summarizing these estimates.
5.1 Parameter Estimates
Fig. 3 indicates that estimates of the model are generally robust to the historical data revi-
sions that occurred between 1997 and 2015. This is not to say that they are invariant across
vintages. On the contrary, all seven parameter estimates undergo continual changes, and
several of the most prominent happen on or near dates associated with the big structural
revisions discussed in the previous section. By robust, I simply mean that the observed vari-
ations in ^ over time are relatively small compared to the sampling uncertainty surrounding
the point estimate from any given vintage.
Consider, for example, the price markup coecient f . The mean point estimate over all
76 vintages is 1.20, the same as the value reported in Christiano et al. (2005). Around the
mean I nd that point estimates vary between 1.11 and 1.39 with a standard deviation of 0.08
(see Table 4). Nevertheless, what stands out is that the variability in these estimates across
vintages is smaller than the typical sampling variability of ^f as measured by its standard
error. Note that the standard error estimates average 0.29 and are uniformly greater than
0.10 for vintages published after the comprehensive NIPA revision in December 2003.
15Standard errors are computed using the asymptotic delta method as described in Christiano et al. (2001).
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Fig. 3. Parameter estimates are graphed for vintages dated February 1997 to November 2015. Solid lines mark the point
estimates (left scale) and dotted lines mark the standard errors (right scale). Bullets indicate vintages in which, using a standard
Wald test, the null hypothesis that the true parameter value equals zero cannot be rejected at a ve percent signicance level.
A similar pattern emerges for the other coecients. Take, for instance, the Calvo prob-
abilities w and p, which pin down the average length of wage and price contracts in the
economy. Point estimates of the former uctuate between 0.73 and 0.85, while estimates of
the latter vary from 0.55 to 0.69. The standard deviation computed over all vintages is only
around 0.03 for both parameters. By contrast, the standard errors associated with vintage
estimates of w and p are usually much higher, averaging 0.19 and 0.12, respectively. Turn-
ing to the habit formation parameter, one sees that the variability in b^ over time is small
relative to its estimated sampling variability. Estimates of b, which average 0.68, have a
standard deviation roughly ve times smaller than the mean standard error estimate of 0.16.
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Table 4
Descriptive statistics for vintage estimates
parameter mean min max std dev mean(s.e.) std dev(s.e.) Wald
f 1:201 1:111 1:388 0:078 0:283 0:288 87
w 0:789 0:734 0:846 0:032 0:187 0:056 100
p 0:593 0:553 0:686 0:027 0:124 0:026 100
q 21:035 18:964 23:190 1:146 10:272 2:126 80
 2:964 2:287 4:130 0:507 1:017 0:331 76
b 0:681 0:621 0:736 0:032 0:160 0:025 100
a 0:259 0:041 0:675 0:169 0:932 0:675 0
Notes: The table reports the mean, min, max, and standard deviation of the point estimates for each parameter evaluated
over all data vintages from February 1997 to November 2015. It also reports the mean and standard deviation of the estimated
standard errors (s.e.) associated with each parameter. The last column reports the percentage of all samples in which the
parameter estimate is statistically dierent from zero (5% signicance level) according to a standard Wald test.
5.2 Statistical Inference
The evidence presented thus far suggests that estimates of the model parameters are them-
selves not overly sensitive to variations in the sample caused by data revisions. Where
revisions appear to have more inuence is on the statistical (in)signicance of ^, that is, on
hypothesis tests about the true value of  . The reason is that for at least some parameters,
the standard error estimates change a lot following major revisions to the data. Because
many common testing procedures rely on standard errors, abrupt changes in their values
can have a big eect on the outcome of hypothesis testing.
An obvious example of this concerns estimates of q, the (inverse) interest semielasticity
of money demand. For vintages that predate the comprehensive NIPA revision of July
2013, a classical Wald test of the null hypothesis that q = 0 is rejected at a ve percent
signicance level in 61 of 66 cases.16 For vintages published after this date, however, the
number of test rejections is zero. Fig. 3 makes clear that what drives this result is a shift
up in the estimated standard errors. Between 2009 and 2013, the standard errors center
closely around 11. After July 2013 the typical standard error jumps to about 15, rendering
the point estimates statistically insignicant. Overall, ^q is signicantly dierent from zero
in 80 percent of vintages comprising the real-time data set (see Table 4).
Inferences about the true value of f are also not fully robust. Once again, the standard
error estimates rise dramatically upon release of the July 2013 NIPA revision, surging from
16The Wald statistic is formed by squaring the ratio of the point estimate to its standard error. Under
the null hypothesis, it is asymptotically distributed chi-square with one degree of freedom.
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a plateau of about 0.37 to a higher level of 0.96. The main consequence of this change is
that point estimates of f are statistically signicant in all vintages prior to the revision but
uniformly insignicant thereafter.
Taken together, the preceding results suggest that analysts should exercise caution when
assessing the coecient estimates of popular DSGE models using only a single vintage of
macroeconomic data. For doing so leaves open the question of whether the ndings are
robust against alternative vintages. In the case of the Christiano-Eichenbaum-Evans model,
questions about robustness concern not so much the values of the parameter estimates per
se, but rather the outcome of hypothesis tests. For instance, research conducted in 1997
would have concluded, with high condence, that estimates of f and q are large and
statistically signicant. Yet, the exact same analysis performed in 2015 would have found
scant evidence of statistical signicance. The conict here is plainly a consequence of the
revisions that took place during the intervening years{the 2013 comprehensive NIPA revision
in particular{which apparently exposed ^f and ^q to additional sampling uncertainty.
It is worth pointing out that data revisions have in some cases improved the precision of
statistical inference. Nowhere is this more evident than in estimates of , the (inverse) price
elasticity of investment. In vintages published before the December 2003 comprehensive
revision, a Wald test of the hypothesis that  = 0 is rejected (at a 5 percent level) only 10
times out of 28. In subsequent vintages, the rejection rate is 100 percent. Accompanying this
increase in parameter signicance are sizable reductions in the standard errors. Estimates
average about 1.30 prior to February 2004, 0.98 from that point until August 2013, and 0.34
thereafter. So unlike f and q, estimates of  have actually become more precise over time.
5.3 Which Revisions Matter Most?
The results depicted in Fig. 3 suggest that certain data revisions may have had a bigger
eect on estimation and inference than others. To identify which particular revisions matter
most for DSGE estimation, I rst dierence the sequence of vintage estimates, f^g, and
then take the absolute value of the resulting series. This transformation reveals by how
much the point estimates change from one vintage to the next. In Table 5 I list the values
(in parentheses) and dates of the three biggest parameter shifts in descending order.
Of the major structural revisions that occurred between 1997 and 2015, one clearly stands
out as having the most impact on estimates of the Christiano-Eichenbaum-Evans model, the
July 2013 comprehensive revision to the NIPA. For all seven parameters, the break in the
point estimate observed in the August 2013 vintage is larger than that of any other vintage.
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Table 5
Vintages producing the largest breaks in parameter estimates
parameter 1 2 3
f Aug. 2013 (0:167) Nov. 2009 (0:057) Aug. 2004 (0:040)
w Aug. 2013 (0:046) Aug. 2004 (0:044) Aug. 1997 (0:043)
p Aug. 2013 (0:053) May 1997 (0:050) Aug. 2004 (0:032)
q Aug. 2013 (3:502) Feb. 2001 (2:607) May 2001 (2:571)
 Aug. 2013 (1:285) Feb. 2004 (0:440) Aug. 2009 (0:414)
b Aug. 2013 (0:060) Aug. 1997 (0:059) Feb. 2004 (0:055)
a Aug. 2013 (0:431) Aug. 2004 (0:114) May 2000 (0:093)
Notes: The table reports the three vintages for which the parameter estimates change (from the previous vintage) by the largest
absolute amount. Numbers in parentheses identify the size of the parameter shift and are listed in descending order.
This is especially true of f , , and a, where the break is three to four times the size of its
closest rival. The estimate of a, which measures the (inverse) elasticity of capital utilization,
actually jumps by 180 percent compared to its May 2013 value. Whether this observation is
signicant, however, is unclear since ^a is never statistically dierent from zero.
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One change that does appear signicant concerns the estimate of . Upon release of the
July 2013 revision, ^ jumps from 2.79 to 4.07 while its standard error falls by about two-
thirds. So not only is it greater than zero, ^ is also statistically dierent from its previous
estimate of 2.79.18 Of course this nding raises an obvious question. Is there something
unique about the 2013 comprehensive revision that would aect estimates of  over and
above the other parameters? As noted is section 4 and explained in detail by McCulla,
Holdren, and Smith (2013), several improvements to the NIPA were implemented on July
31 of that year. Chief among them was a reclassication of spending by private enterprises
on research and development as well as the creation of entertainment, literary, and artistic
originals as xed investment rather than intermediate inputs. These wholesale changes to
the way investment was to be measured substantially altered historical readings on many
important NIPA variables, the most prominent being gross private domestic investment (see
Fig. 1). Because GPDI is a key component of the investment series used for estimation, large-
scale revisions have the potential to aect inferences about the structural model, particularly
those features that regulate investment dynamics. Thus it is not unreasonable to expect that
the 2013 revision would have a discernible eect on both the size and precision of ^. Recall
17Christiano et al. (2005) report that ^a converges to zero during the course of estimation. As a result,
they x a = 0:01 and optimize over the remaining elements of .
18Using the August 2013 vintage, the p-value for a Wald test of the null that  = 2:79 is less than 0.01.
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that 1= is the elasticity of investment with respect to a unit increase in the price of capital,
and as such, plays a central role in shaping the behavior of investment activity in the model.
6 Eects of Variations in Sample Size
The estimation strategy employed in the last section, whereby the sample period is held xed
across vintages, was designed to draw maximum attention to the broad-based structural data
revisions that occurred between 1997 and 2015. It is after all the eect these revisions have
on parameter estimates that is the central focus of this study. Nevertheless, there are a
couple of reasons why it may be worthwhile to see what happens when the sample period
gets updated over time. For starters, demonstrating robustness to additional data, rather
than data revisions alone, would bolster the argument that estimates of the Christiano-
Eichenbaum-Evans model stand the test of time. A second reason is that it would make for
a better comparison with results found in Tetlow and Ironside (2007) and Tetlow (2012),
both of whom analyze dierent vintages of the FRB/US model.
Table 6 reports estimates of the model from six vintages of data. Included are the rst
and last vintages in the real-time data set (February 1997 and November 2015) along with
vintages immediately preceding the last four comprehensive NIPA revisions (August 1999,
November 2003, May 2009, and May 2013). Now in contrast to the benchmark analysis, the
sample from each vintage contains the latest observations. So the November 2003 vintage, for
instance, has a sample period covering 1965:Q3 to 2003:Q2 instead of 1965:Q3 to 1996:Q3.
It follows that changes in the estimates over time (moving down the table) are aected not
just by the occurrence of revisions, but also by the addition of new sample data.
Estimates of the Christiano-Eichenbaum-Evans model do not appear as robust to changes
in the sample size as they are to data revisions alone. Some parameters get noticeably larger
as more and more data are added to later vintages. Obvious examples here are the markup
coecient f , the Calvo probability p, and the habit factor b. In each case, the estimate
obtained using data through 2015:Q2 is statistically dierent from the estimate implied by
the February 1997 vintage according to a Wald test.19 Values for a also get bigger over time,
so much so in fact that the implied elasticity of capital utilization (1=a) swiftly approaches
zero. Vintage estimates of a, however, are all highly imprecise, and as a result, have less
bearing on the model's overall ability to t the impulse response functions. Estimates of w,
19Based on the November 2015 vintage, separate Wald tests of the hypotheses that f , p, and b equal
their February 1997 vintage estimates are rejected at one percent signicance levels.
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Table 6
Variations in sample size
vintage sample f w p q  b a
Feb. 1997 1965:Q3 to 1996:Q3 1:13
(0:06)
0:78
(0:14)
0:69
(0:15)
21:63
(8:94)
3:06
(1:28)
0:74
(0:09)
0:11
(0:37)
Aug. 1999 1965:Q3 to 1999:Q1 1:37
(0:92)
0:96
(0:15)
0:78
(0:30)
21:49
(13:21)
3:03
(2:03)
0:78
(0:13)
0:54
(1:53)
Nov. 2003 1965:Q3 to 2003:Q2 1:26
(0:29)
0:90
(0:16)
0:64
(0:14)
20:97
(5:84)
2:72
(0:26)
0:75
(0:10)
0:35
(0:58)
May 2009 1965:Q3 to 2008:Q4 2:51
(0:63)
0:38
(0:32)
0:99
(0:04)
22:99
(11:14)
2:01
(0:86)
0:75
(0:03)
1000y
May 2013 1965:Q3 to 2012:Q4 1:64
(0:17)
0:80
(0:26)
0:99
(0:04)
21:16
(12:18)
2:26
(0:97)
0:83
(0:01)
1000y
Nov. 2015 1965:Q3 to 2015:Q2 1:70
(0:07)
0:80
(0:22)
0:99
(0:04)
20:75
(5:66)
2:45
(0:77)
0:84
(0:01)
1000y
Notes: The table reports estimates and standard errors (in parentheses) for select vintages. In each case the sample period is
updated to include the most recent observations available at the time. y denotes a value that is imposed prior to estimation.
q, and , on the other hand, are relatively more stable across vintages. In fact, none of their
November 2015 estimates are statistically dierent from the initial February 1997 estimates.
The results in Table 6 make clear that lengthening the sample period substantially alters
estimates of certain parameters. Yet it remains to be seen whether, or to what extent,
these changes aect the main quantitative properties of the model. To that end, I follow
Tetlow and Ironside (2007) and Tetlow (2012) in computing the real -time policy multiplier
implied by the estimated model. The multiplier is dened here as the cumulative loss of real
output after eight quarters that results from an unanticipated 50-basis-point increase in the
federal funds rate.20 Fig. 4 graphs the real-time multiplier by vintage for the period 1997 to
2015. For each quarterly vintage, two versions of the multiplier are displayed. Points on the
solid line show the cumulative output response produced by the model vintage of that date
and estimated using a sample that includes the most recent observations available at the
time. Points on the dashed line show the outcome of the same policy experiment, but with
each model vintage estimated over the benchmark sample period of 1965:Q3 to 1996:Q3.
Comparing the two lines helps separate the joint eects that revisions and additions to the
data have on real-time estimates of the policy multiplier.
Consider rst the multipliers associated with xed-sample estimates of the Christiano-
Eichenbaum-Evans model. For the most part, estimates of the output response in real time
are fairly stable over the period in question. Indeed, from February 1997 to May 2013 the
20Monetary policy is represented in the model by (M-15), an innite-order moving average process for the
growth rate of money. In computing the multiplier, I calibrate the money growth innovation so that the
model delivers a contemporaneous increase in the short-term nominal interest rate of exactly 50 basis points.
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Fig. 4. Real-time policy multipliers implied by the estimated model are graphed by vintage from February 1997 to November
2015. The dashed line comes from estimates obtained using the benchmark sample period 1965:Q3 to 1996:Q3. The solid line
is derived using progressively larger samples that contain the latest observations available at the time. The policy multiplier is
dened as the cumulative two-year response of real output to an unexpected 50-basis-point rise in the federal funds rate.
model regularly predicted that output would fall by an average of about 2.6 percent (over
two years) following a surprise 50-basis-point increase in the funds rate. But after the July
2013 revision to the NIPA, the forecast jumped to around  2:9 percent and stayed at that
level through 2015. The timing of this change is not surprising given results in the previous
section which point to the August 2013 vintage as having a signicant impact on estimates
of key structural parameters. The other revisions tend to have a smaller eect on model
estimates and therefore less inuence on the assessment of policy multipliers in real time.
Turning to the solid line, one sees that the multiplier eects look dierent when the sample
period gets updated every quarter. Not only are the responses more volatile across vintages,
they are almost always bigger (in an absolute sense) than their xed-sample counterparts.
From 1997 through 2015, estimates of the policy multiplier averaged  3:3 percent, but it
also varied between  4:3 and  2:3 percent along the way. Interestingly, these results are
comparable to ones found by Tetlow (2012) and Tetlow and Ironside (2007). In the context of
FRB/US, the authors report similar quantities for both the magnitude and volatility of the
funds rate multiplier from 1996 to 2007. The volatility in particular demonstrates that the
real eects of monetary policy as recognized today can dier substantially from what analysts
would have thought at certain points in the past. Like the present study, uncertainty around
the multipliers traces directly to changes over time in estimates of the structural model.
What the comparisons in Fig. 4 reveal is that in the case of the Christiano-Eichenbaum-
Evans model, those changes result primarily from the use of more data, not revised data.
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7 Concluding Remarks
Put simply, DSGE methodology is nothing more than a framework for interpreting macroe-
conomic data. What distinguishes it from its predecessors is the explicit use of coherent
microeconomic foundations. But like any other framework, for the interpretations born out
of DSGE to be regarded as empirically valid, the estimation results should hold up to data
revisions, particularly the broad structural revisions about which most theoretical models
are ambiguous. If instead the results are highly sensitive to changes in the data, then the
model may yield little insight on the sources of key business cycle relationships.
This paper studies the impact of data revisions on estimates of the celebrated Christiano-
Eichenbaum-Evans model of the US economy. The eects are identied by re-estimating the
model on successive vintages of macroeconomic data while keeping the sample period xed
throughout. The results show that where parameter estimates are generally stable across
vintages, standard error estimates are by comparison relatively more volatile. For some
parameters, the break in the standard error observed in certain quarters is big enough to
alter the outcome of a Wald test that its true value equals zero. So even though actual point
estimates of the model coecients appear robust to data revisions, judgements about their
statistical signicance can dier depending on which vintage is used for estimation.
The results described above speak to the robustness of the estimates of a particular
DSGE model. Whether similar ndings emerge using alternative models is an open question
that warrants further investigation. At present, there are many well-known DSGE models
emphasizing important aspects of the economy that could benet from exposure to the
kind of replication experiments carried out in this paper. Some examples include models
that feature housing and collateral (e.g., Iacoviello, 2005), labor search externalities (e.g.,
Gertler, Sala, and Trigari, 2008), and nancial market frictions (e.g., Del Negro, Eusepi,
Giannoni, Sbordone, Tambalotti, Cocci, Hasegawa, and Linder, 2013).
Finally, it may be worthwhile to incorporate data revisions directly into the information
structure of DSGE models. Croushore (2011) points out that both private agents and pol-
icymakers in the real world have to lter noisy incoming data when forming optimal plans.
The nature of this data and the revisions that follow should, in principle, aect their decision
making and in the process reshape the equilibrium dynamics of the model. Although an ex-
tension like this one would undoubtedly complicate the estimation procedure, the literature
does provide at least a few examples from the real business cycle tradition (e.g., Bomm,
2001; Arouba, 2004) that suggest such a task is feasible.
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